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*Dedication*
What Should Immigration Law Become?
• This essay is dedicated to Professor Steve Zamora. It is on a subject he would have enjoyed
discussing and debating. Steve and Lois warmly welcomed my family and me when I first came
to Houston, in 2009, to head the immigration clinic at the University of Houston Law Center. I
remember him hosting an outing at an Indian restaurant, and having us over for a pool party
at his home. I frequently saw Steve riding his bike, exercising, laughing, and engaging with
everyone he met. We saw each other frequently at the “Rec” Center, where he encouraged me
to swim more. He visited my office to drop in and give me “chotskies” from his frequent trips.
His great expertise in international law and NAFTA meant that his interests overlapped with
mine, and as a result we discussed the latest developments in immigration law and policy. I
enjoyed my talks with Steve. I will always miss him and his kind demeanor, warm personality,
and welcoming spirit!

STARTING
PLACES….
Beginning to think
about change

• What Should Legal Analysis Become?, Roberto Unger
• Zen Mind, Beginner’s Mind by Suzuki
• Places that Scare You, Pema Chodron
• Roberto M. Cover: his articles on law and violence, Violence and the Word, Nomos and Narrative
• Zizek, Violence: Six Sideways Reflections
• Arendt, On Violence
• Zizek…. See quote next page

From: Slavoj Zizek’s The Sublime Object of
Ideology (Verso books, 2009)
“When a discipline is in crisis, attempts are made to change or supplement
its theses within the terms of its basic framework -a procedure one might
call 'Ptolemization' (since when data poured in which clashed with Ptolemy's earthcentred astronomy, his partisans introduced additional
complications to account for the anomalies). But the true 'Copernican'
revolution takes place when, instead of just adding complications and
changing minor premises, the basic framework itself
undergoes a transformation. So, when we are dealing with a self-professed 'scientific
revolution', the question to ask is always: is this truly a Copernican
revolution, or merely a Ptolemization of the old paradigm?”

The Problems with Immigration Adjudication
• The Immigration Courts are not Article I courts, nor Article III; IJs are employees of the DOJ; No discretion to grant
relief in many cases- RAMIFICATIONS of Article I courts
• Wide Disparities in Adjudication Grant Rates (see Asylum TRAC reports Syracuse) – ARTICLE re REFUGEE ROULETTE
• Deporting Children? Lack of Appointed Counsel? The vulnerable? The Incompetent? See ACLU VIDEO Can Toddlers
Really Represent Themselves?
• Political Influence----Blatant Bias Due To Political Appointments See Senators Press AG Barr on Politicization of DOJ
• Consequences of No Evidentiary Rules required under the Federal Rules of Evidence-persuasive not mandatory
rules. Consequences of failure to abide by Due Process. *(Note “The Due Process Army” 46 former BIA members
and IJs) has been effective in making these transgressions known).
• Trump-era rules designed to hinder fair procedure and force particular results against grants of relief-TRUMP RULES

What We Have Now-The Main Types of Relief
• Cancellation of Removal (2 types: LPR and Non-LPR) ; especially hard to get for Non-LPRs
in that it requires inter alia “exceptional and extremely unusual hardship”
• Adjustment of Status (AOS)- usually requires a lawful entry --unless 245(i) applies-- and
certain types of family relationships plus a petition filed w/ USCIS; discretionary;
respondents may also be eligible to apply for attendant “waivers” along with the AOS or
stand-alone waivers may be possible depending on case
• Claim to U.S. Citizenship – difficult to prove and sometimes these claims are “waived” or
not brought despite transmission requirements being met
• Persecution-based relief: Asylum/Withholding of Removal/relief under the Convention
Against Torture –hard to get for many, for asylum requires persecution or a well-founded
fear of future persecution and “nexus” to one of 5 statutory grounds based on e.g., race,
religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, and/or political opinion and
1 year bar
• Other Humanitarian-based relief: Special Immigrant Juvenile / U visa / T visa / VAWA –
Violence Against Women’s Act

Changing the
Paradigm—
Immigration
Adjudication

• Humanitarian concerns prioritized
• Increase use of Discretion provided to Immigration Judges
where equities favor granting relief
• Use of waivers, or other benefits and concrete options, such as
• Bringing back an updated 245(i) relief which has now
sunsetted
• “Registry,” only now allowed if physically present since 1972
• Cancellation of Removal for people who may have been
subject to stop-time rules and the correct application of
Pereira v. Sessions where NTA was deficient
• Bringing back suspension of deportation, for all people with
GMC, and 7 years continuous residence, no need for a
qualifying relative under suspension,
• Bringing back former 212(c) relief for people with certain
criminal convictions
• Bringing back the Judicial Recommendation Against
Deportation or “JRAD” which was written out of the law under
IMMACT 1990
• Possibilities for ICE -- Prosecutorial discretion, orders of
supervision, stays of deportation, Alternatives to detention,
ISAP, review procedures, Humanitarian Parole, deferred
enforced departure, etc.

The Case Law - Precedents

Three Categories of
Inspiration for Change

Legislation (Future proposed
and currently pending)

Other areas of law

CASE LAW AS A ROADMAP
Examples of Representative Cases:
• Plyler v. Doe
• Arizona v. U.S.
• Board of Regents v. DHS
• Trump v. Hawaii
• Pereira v. Sessions

CURRENT PROPOSED LEGISLATION & FUTURE IDEAS
• Now, in 2021, we have the recent proposal in President Biden’s U.S. Citizenship Act of 2021 (not
passed yet)
• Highlights include “Temporary legal status” will lead to AOS after 5 years- Earned pathway to citizenship if physical
present on 1/1/2021, and may “waive” the physical presence requirement if deported prior to Jan. 20, 2017 and other
requirements met such as humanitarian factors. TPS/DACA/Farmworkers may be entitled to AOS immediately.
• Eliminates 3/10 year bars (keeps families together)
• Eliminates 1 year bar to asylum and increased protections for U, T and VAWA applicants. Increases cap on U visas to
30,000.

• What passed the House (in March 2021) are attempts at piecemeal solutions….
(1) American Dream and Promise Act, (Congressional bill summary) (Numbers of potentially eligible)
(2) Farm Workforce Modernization Act (Congressional bill summary)

• Future Ideas
“Universal” Waiver
Pathways to legal status not involving undue burdens on undocumented immigrants
Universal representation, including a plan for defender system analogous to Federal Public Defenders (see e.g. IJC)
Bringing back past innovations such as registry, 245(i) etc.

What can we learn from…

Other Areas of Law?
Such as:
Criminal Law
Administrative Law
International Law

Proposed Solutions
– Concluding
Thoughts
Questions?

• Track 1 and Track 2 in Immigration Court?
• Back to Roberto Unger’s thesis about the purpose and goals of Legal
Analysis
• “Places that Scare You”…
Selected further readings relevant to our discussion tonight-The Border Children---They are Not Criminals and They Need Counsel by
Geoffrey A. Hoffman
Guest Post: The Supreme Court Failed Us on September 11th by Geoffrey A.
Hoffman
SCRUBBING AWAY TRANSPARENCY AND OUR IMMIGRATION RESOURCES By
Geoffrey A. Hoffman
Immigration Article of the Day: Litigation Post-Pereira: Where Are We Now? by
Geoffrey A. Hoffman
Guest Post: BIA Continues Line of Cases Validating Deficient NTAs Despite Grave
Errors by Geoffrey Hoffman
Immigration Article of the Day: Contiguous Territories: the Expanded Use of
Expedited Removal in the Trump Era by Geoffrey A. Hoffman
Immigration Article of the Day: The War on Terror as a Metaphor for Immigration
Regulation: A Critical View of a Distorted Debate by Geoffrey A. Hoffman and Susham
M. Modi

Contact Geoffrey Hoffman at the UH Law Center’s Immigration Clinic--ghoffman@central.uh.edu

